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Abstract
Trauma is defined as a physical or psychological threat or assault to an individual’s physical integrity, sense of
self, safety or survival or to the physical safety of a significant other. The most common long-term mental health
conditions resulting from trauma are post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and depression. A number of studies
using neuroimaging methodologies have implicated the amygdala and hippocampus in emotion processing in mood
disorders, and adult depression studies suggest amygdala-hippocampal functional connectivity deficits. However,
while trauma contributes to depression in a variety of ways, the neurobiological mechanisms underlying exposure to
traumatic experiences have been poorly studied. In order to address this question, we used voxel based morphometry
(VBM) and spectral dynamic causal modelling (spectral DCM; spDCM) approaches to analyse structural and restingstate functional magnetic resonance imaging and examine grey matter volume, white matter volume, and effective
connectivity within the amygdala-hippocampal network in adolescents without psychiatric diagnoses, who had or
had not been previously exposed to traumatic life events. Our results indicated greater intrinsic connectivity within
the right amygdala in individuals with traumatic experiences compared to controls. Likewise we observed reduced
white matter volume within the same region in those individuals, compared with controls. Together, these findings
are suggestive of altered maturation of the right amygdala in healthy adolescents following trauma exposure. We
interpret such brain changes as a plausible mechanism that may make individuals more vulnerable to developing
psychopathology later in life.

Keywords: MRI; Structural MRI; Resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI);
VBM; Spectral DCM; Amygdala; Hippocampus; Trauma

Introduction
Exposure to traumatic life events and experiences during childhood
is associated with an increased risk of later psychopathology, as well as
impaired neurobiological and neurocognitive functioning [1,2]. Even
though the neurobiological mechanisms remain poorly understood,
there is likely a complex interplay between environmental experiences
and individual differences in risk versus protective genes, which
influence the brain circuitry underpinning psychological and emotional
development [3]. Stressful events in childhood and adolescence are
proposed to alter outputs of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis,
resulting in sustained high levels of glucocorticoid steroids. The structure
and function of the limbic system, specifically the hippocampus and
amygdala, appear particularly vulnerable to these changes [4]. For
instance, reduced hippocampal volumes in adults with PTSD and
a history of childhood physical and sexual abuse has been reported
[5]. Further, reduced resting-state functional connectivity between
the right amygdala and a number of limbic structures, including the
hippocampus and putamen, in individuals drawn from the Netherlands
Study of Depression and anxiety was found [6]. Notably, much existing
research has examined alterations in the neural architecture of patient
cohorts, such as those with post-traumatic stress disorder [5,7-13] or
trauma-induced depression [14]. Notwithstanding the usefulness of
these studies, it is important to consider whether the same findings hold
in young people who have been exposed to stressful life events but are
currently free of comorbid psychopathology. This is important to enable
the comparison between trauma-exposed and non-exposed participants
to be matched for current psychopathology. To that end, the current
study was interested in whether young people who have previously
experienced a stressful life event (but are currently psychologically
well) demonstrate abnormalities in either brain structure or functional
connectivity compared to an age-matched control group.
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A number of studies have examined structural brain changes
following trauma exposure in individuals without psychiatric diagnoses.
While many have reported volumetric reductions in the hippocampus
[15-17] or amygdala [18], others have found no change in either
hippocampal or amygdala volume [19,20]. Resting-state functional
imaging studies have also produced varied results, with some research
reporting increased amygdala-hippocampal connectivity associated
with greater levels of self-reported trauma symptoms [21] or following
stress induction [22], and other work reporting no trauma-related
connectivity changes [18]. Variability in type of trauma exposure, and
imaging analysis may play a role in explaining these discrepancies.
Through the use of combined structural and functional measures,
we aimed to contribute understanding on the relevance of amygdalahippocampal interactions in trauma exposure.
Our focus on young people was driven by the notion that trauma
exposure is likely to be most influential in shaping neural structures
during developmentally sensitive periods [23,24]. Adolescence is
a sensitive period for both cognitive and neural development [25],
and is associated with an increased incidence of psychiatric disorder
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onset. In keeping with the view of adolescence as a time of particular
vulnerability to developmental perturbations, cross-sectional studies
reveal that regionally specific effects of early stressors in the amygdala
are most prominent during adolescence [18]. We therefore examined
currently healthy young people who self-reported early exposure
to a range of extreme stressors. Self-report measures of early trauma
(natural disasters, family illness/death, experiences of bullying etc.)
have been previously linked to reduced amygdala volumes in young
people [18,26,27], however the impact of such stressors on functional
connectivity in youth have not been widely explored [28]. Concurrent
examinations of trauma-related changes in both brain structure and
functional connectivity have been limited to adult populations or to
task-specific activation paradigms [16,29].
The current study employed structural and functional magnetic
resonance imaging to examine grey and white matter volume estimates
by means of voxel based morphometry (VBM), as well as effective
functional connectivity by means of spectral dynamic causal modelling
(spectral DCM; spDCM) within the amygdala-hippocampal network
in currently-healthy adolescents. Importantly, any neural differences
between stress exposed individuals versus unexposed individuals
should not be driven by current psychopathology, as all participants
were free from current psychopathology.

Materials and Methods
Participants and centers
A large cohort of 298 healthy adolescents [152 males, range: 14-24
years, mean = 19.1 ± 2.9 (SD); 146 females, range: 14-24 years, mean =
19.1 ± 2.9] were scanned over 1½ years at 3 sites: (1) Wellcome Trust
Centre for Neuroimaging (WTCN), London, (2) Medical Research
Council Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit (MRC CBSU), Cambridge,
and (3) Wolfson Brain Imaging Centre (WBIC), Cambridge. The study
received ethical approval from the NRES Committee East of England
- Cambridge Central (12/EE/0250) and all participants gave written
informed consent. This study was conducted by the NeuroScience
in Psychiatry Network (NSPN), which addresses how psychiatric
disorders are related to abnormal maturation of brain systems.

Selection of participants with histories of abuse and neglect
The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) was
administered by a trained research assistant and audio recordings were
made with the informed consent of participants. During the course of
these interviews 29 participants were identified (10 female, mean age
20.45 years) who self-reported histories of trauma (a solitary trauma),
including experiences of physical or sexual abuse, having been in a lifethreatening situation (e.g. natural disaster, car accident, drowning),
physical/sexual assault, death of a parent or sibling or witnessing/
hearing about actual or threatened death to others over the course
of childhood. The control group (mean age: 20.53 years) was created
by matching each trauma-exposed participant to a non-exposed
participant in terms of gender, age and parental education levels (as a
proxy for socio-economic status). There was no significant difference in

Age [years]
Sex [Male/Female]
Parental education [years]

Trauma-exposed
participants
(N = 29)

Non-exposed
participants
(N = 29)

p-values

20.53 ± 2.77
range 16-25

20.45 ± 2.61
range 16-25

0.9087

19/10

19/10

1.0000

18.05 ± 8.03

16.15 ± 6.18

0.3153

Table 1: Demographic data of selected participants.
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handedness between the two groups. Table 1 shows demographic data
of participants.

Data acquisition and preprocessing
Structural MRI
All multi-parameter maps (MPM) were acquired on 3T whole body
MRI systems (Magnetom TIM Trio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen,
Germany; VB17 software version) operated with the standard
32-channel radio-frequency (RF) receive head coil and RF body coil
for transmission. The MPM comprised three multi-echo 3D fast low
angle shot (FLASH) scans with PD (TR/α = 23.7 ms/60), T1 (TR/α =
18.7 ms/200), and MT (TR/α = 23.7 ms/60) - weighted contrast, one RF
transmit (B1) field map and one static magnetic (B0) field map scan
[30].
The MPM acquisition and pre-processing were developed and
optimized in previous studies and are widely described elsewhere [3036]. The post-processed MT maps resulting from this step were used in
our VBM analyses.
Functional MRI
At all three sites, fMRI data were acquired on 3T whole body MRI
systems (Magnetom TIM Trio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany;
VB17 software version) operated with the standard 32-channel radiofrequency (RF) receive head coil and RF body coil for transmission.
269 contiguous multi-slice images were obtained with a multi-echoplanar sequence (orientation = AC-PC line, number of slices = 34; slice
thickness = 3.8 mm; FOV = 240 mm; TE1 = 13 ms; TE2 = 31 ms; TE3 =
48 ms; TR = 2.420 s; flip angle = 90°; matrix size = 64×64×34; voxel size
= 3.8×3.8×3.8 mm3).
The fMRI data were analysed using procedures implemented in
Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8, Welcome Trust Centre for
Neuroimaging, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). First,
the fMRI data were summed up over the three echoes. Data were
then realigned, co-registered, anatomical images were normalized to
MNI space, and the resultant normalization matrix was then used to
normalize the fMRI data. Finally, the data were visually inspected and
spatially smoothed using a 6 mm Gaussian kernel. Ultra-low frequency
fluctuations were removed using a high-pass filter (1/128 s, 0.0078 Hz).
Confound time-series were extracted from predefined coordinates of
extra-cerebral compartments (the pons: x, y, z = 0, -24, -33; and lateral
ventricle: x, y, z = 1, -43, 6).
We extracted data exhibiting physiologically-relevant resting-state
(i.e. low frequency) dynamics from our region(s) of interest (ROIs):
left and right amygdala, and left and right hippocampus, which were
anatomically defined using the PickAtlas software (WFU PickAtlas,
ANSIR Laboratory, Winston-Salem, NC, USA; http://fmri.wfubmc.
edu/software/PickAtlas). The resting-state was thus modelled using a
General Linear Model (GLM) with a discrete cosine basis set (GLMDCT) consisting of 130 functions with frequencies characteristic
of resting-state dynamics (0.0078 – 0.1 Hz [37-40]), six nuisance
regressors capturing head motion, and the confound time-series from
the extra-cerebral compartments. The regional BOLD signal was
summarized with the principal eigenvariate (adjusted for confounds:
head movements and extra-cerebral compartments) of voxels within
6 mm of the subject’s peak coordinate, as identified using statistical
parametric mapping. For those familiar with the process of extracting
ROIs, this was achieved by using an F-contrast including the discrete
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cosine set modelling the resting-state. This procedure allowed us to
extract physiologically relevant resting-state data from the anatomically
defined regions for each hemisphere.

Spectral dynamic causal modelling (spDCM). Effective
connectivity estimates. Spectral dynamic causal modelling

(spectral DCM; spDCM) is based on deterministic models that
generate predicted crossed spectra from a biophysically plausible
model of coupled neuronal fluctuations in a distributed neuronal
network [41]. In this setting, the nature of the endogenous
fluctuations (and observation noise) has to be parameterized. The
most parsimonious and general form, is a power law or scale free form
that can be motivated from a large body of work on noise in fMRI [42]
and underlying neuronal activity [43,44].
In this study, we intended, first, to improve the description
of the endogenous fluctuations (and observation noise) by using
auto-regressive (AR) models of different order, and second, to run
formal model comparisons in order to select the best AR model, or
the best combination of AR models that provide the best balance
between accuracy and complexity for explaining the measured data.
Accordingly, we modelled endogenous fluctuations (and observation
noise) within the amygdala-hippocampal network with AR models
from order-1 up to order-16 (N = 1, 2, …, 16). This was done by
modifying the deterministic functions that model the neuronal
fluctuations (and observation noise) in the source code (they are
specified in spm_csd_fmri_mtf.m). Thus, we fitted a total of 16
models to each subject’s data. Figure 1 shows the connection scheme
employed over this study.
For the analyses presented in this paper, we used spectral DCM for

fMRI as implemented in the software package SPM12 (beta version),
code release 5831.

Bayesian model selection (BMS)
To select the optimal fluctuation model (given a set of 16
alternatives), we used Bayesian model selection (BMS) for fMRI
responses as implemented elsewhere [45,46].

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM)
Grey and white matter volume estimates. For voxel-based
morphometry (VBM) analyses, the magnetization transfer (MT)
saturation maps were processed in VBM8 (http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.
de/vbm/) with the default settings and classified into different tissue
classes: grey matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cerebral-spinal
fluid (CSF). The reason for using MT maps is that even though T1w
images are commonly used for brain segmentation, the MT maps have
been shown to improve the segmentation of subcortical areas [33,47].
Moreover, aiming at optimal anatomical precision we applied the
diffeomorphic registration algorithm DARTEL [48]. The warped GM
and WM probability maps were scaled by the Jacobian determinants of
the deformation fields to account for local compression and expansion
[49], resulting in GM and WM volume (GMV/WMV) maps. The GMV/
WMV maps were then smoothed by convolution with an isotropic
Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM).
We then extracted data from our ROIs which were previously
defined using the PickAtlas software (see above). More specifically, we
computed the averaged GMV/WMV across voxels within our a priori
defined ROIs for each individual. This was followed by a multiple
regression analysis.

Figure 1: Connection scheme employed over the study. Regions are driven by autoregressive processes of i-th order and each order constitutes a model within the
set of 16 possible models. AMYG and HF denote amygdala and hippocampal formation respectively.
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Multiple linear regression models

Results

To test the hypotheses that spDCM parameter estimates were
different between groups, we carried out linear regression analyses.

BMS analyses

We first calculated the averaged spDCM parameters from restingstate fMRI data. This was followed by a multiple regression analysis
explaining spDCM estimates by a constant, age, differentiating between
males and females (in order to identify gender-specific effects), poverty
scores, group, and scanner site. The correlation was modelled as:
spDCMi = β1× [constantmale]+β2× [agemale]+β3× [constantfemale]+β4×
[agefemale]+β5× [parental education]+β6× [group]+β7× [site]
(1)
where i runs from 1 to Np, being Np = 84 the number of spDCM
parameter estimates (16 connectivity estimates plus 68 fluctuation
estimates).
All independent variables in Eq. (1) were mean corrected. This
multiple linear regression was performed on a parameter-by-parameter
basis beyond the statistical threshold p-valueFDR < 0.05 in the paired
t-test of group.
We then considered the same correlation model for grey matter
volume (GMV) and white matter volume (WMV) estimates within
each ROI separately; we also included the total intracranial volume
(TICV) as independent variable.
GMVi = β1×[constantmale]+β2× [agemale]+β3× [constantfemale]+β4×
[agefemale]+β5× [parental education]+β6× [group]+β7× [site]+β8× [TICV]
parental education				
(2)
and
WMVi = β1× [constantmale]+β2× [agemale]+β3× [constantfemale]+β4×
[agefemale]+β5× [parental education]+β6× [group]+β7× [site]+β8×
[TICV]						
(3)
where i runs from 1 to Nr, being Nr = 4 the number of ROIs.

We used random effects Bayesian model selection (BMS) to
determine, from our model space of 16 alternative spectral DCMs
(Figure 1), the model that provided the best balance between accuracy
and complexity for explaining the measured data. The analyses did
not reveal any winning model in this group of 58 healthy adolescents
(29 trauma-exposed participants plus 29 controls), but a subgroup of
models having comparable exceedance probabilities.
Figure 2 shows the results of BMS Random Effects (RFX). The
exceedance probability of models 9, 10, 11, and 12 (i.e., the probability
that this model is a more likely model than any other model considered)
was around 0.2. These models describe the neuronal and observation
fluctuations by using autoregressive models of order 9, 10, 11, and 12,
respectively.
Given the fact that we did not obtain a winning model, we used
Bayesian model averaging (BMA) to compute reliable parameter
estimates that account for model uncertainty. Recall BMA averages
parameter estimates over models by weighting estimates by their
corresponding posterior model probabilities [50] (Figure 2).

Statistical Analyses
Following BMA, we used the resulting posterior means from the
averaged spectral DCMs for examining correlations (or statistical
differences) between spDCM parameter estimates and healthy
adolescents with or without a trauma experience. Recall we defined
group as a regressor or independent variable in the correlation model
accounting for the effects of having or not a trauma experience during
childhood (Yes = 1; Not = 0). Table 1 shows the significance levels
(p-values) for negative associations between group and the averaged
spectral DCM estimates (Table 2).
We observed a statistically significant difference in the selfconnection within the right amygdala in individuals with a trauma
experience compared to controls (p-value = 0.0005). Individuals with
a trauma experience showed a greater intrinsic connectivity within
the right amygdala compared to controls. This connectivity estimate
survived multiple comparison problem by means of FDR (p-valueFDR =
0.0425). Recall we correct for 84 parameters or tests.
Following statistical analyses on the sp DCM parameter estimates,
we performed statistical analyses on grey and white matter volume
estimates within each ROI separately. Tables 2 and 3 show the
significance levels (p-values) for negative associations between group
and GMV, and group and WMV respectively (Tables 3 and 4).

Figure 2: Results of Bayesian model selection on a set of 16 alternative models
describing amygdala-hippocampal interactions by means of autoregressive
processes of different order in 58 healthy participants (29 trauma-exposed
subjects plus 29 pair-wise matched controls).
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We observed a statistically significant difference in white matter
volume (WMV) within the right amygdala in individuals with a trauma
experience compared to controls (p-value = 0.0208). Individuals with
a trauma experience showed a lesser WMV within the right amygdala
compared to controls. Even though this difference did not survive
survive correction for multiple comparison testing by means of FDR
(p-valueFDR = 0.0832), it was very close to significance level (here we
corrected for 4 parameters or tests) and more interestingly, it was
highlighted the same brain aspect as in previous connectivity analyses:
the right amygdala.
At this stage, we may conclude that changes in the self-connection
within the right amygdala may be driven by changes in white matter
volume within the same aspect. We interpret these findings as suggestive
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spDCMi = f(group)
Negative
associations
p-values (unc.)

spDCMi = f(group)
Negative
associations
p-values (unc.)

(a) Connectivity
estimates
16 parameters

(b) Fluctuation
estimates
68 parameters

rAMYG → rAMYG
rAMYG → rHF
rAMYG → lAMYG
rAMYG → lHF

σ2 (rAMYG)
AR1 (rAMYG)
AR2 (rAMYG)
AR3 (rAMYG)
AR4 (rAMYG)
AR5 (rAMYG)
AR6 (rAMYG)
AR7 (rAMYG)
AR8 (rAYG)
AR9 (rAMYG)
AR10 (rAMYG)
AR11 (rAMYG)
AR12 (rAMYG)
AR13 (rAMYG)
AR14 (rAMYG)
AR15 (rAMYG)
AR16 (rAMYG)

0.5792
0.5221
0.6100
0.8241
0.5031
0.1286
0.2435
0.1548
0.1016
0.0824
0.1284
0.4827
0.6835
0.6617
0.4974
0.3944
0.4785

σ2 (rHF)
AR1 (rHF)
AR2 (rHF)
AR3 (rHF)
AR4 (rHF)
AR5 (rHF)
AR6 (rHF)
AR7 (rHF)
AR8 (rHF)
AR9 (rHF)
AR10 (rHF)
AR11 (rHF)
AR12 (rHF)
AR13 (rHF)
AR14 (rHF)
AR15 (rHF)
AR16 (rHF)

0.5524
0.7178
0.6744
0.1346
0.7284
0.8533
0.8444
0.8630
0.8746
0.8661
0.7537
0.5922
0.5791
0.5946
0.5548
0.3854
0.3913

0.0889
0.2121
0.7340
0.3730

σ2 (lAMYG)
AR1 (lAMYG)
AR2 (lAMYG)
AR3 (lAMYG)
AR4 (lAMYG)
AR5 (lAMYG)
AR6 (lAMYG)
AR7 (lAMYG)
AR8 (lAMYG)
AR9 (lAMYG)
AR10 (lAMYG)
AR11 (lAMYG)
AR12 (lAMYG)
AR13 (lAMYG)
AR14 (lAMYG)
AR15 (lAMYG)
AR16 (lAMYG)

0.0960
0.2804
0.9937
0.3986
0.0032
0.1085
0.1608
0.5967
0.9664
0.9443
0.8370
0.8854
0.9314
0.8646
0.7079
0.6082
0.5354

0.4870
0.2175
0.5214
0.7818

σ2 (lHF)
AR1 (lHF)
AR2 (lHF)
AR3 (lHF)
AR4 (lHF)
AR5 (lHF)
AR6 (lHF)
AR7 (lHF)
AR8 (lHF)
AR9 (lHF)
AR10 (lHF)
AR11 (lHF)
AR12 (lHF)
AR13 (lHF)
AR14 (lHF)
AR15 (lHF)
AR16 (lHF)

0.7710
0.6390
0.2017
0.3033
0.3702
0.3286
0.4637
0.4968
0.5594
0.5762
0.5695
0.6585
0.7840
0.7306
0.6021
0.4261
0.4617

rHF → rAMYG
rHF → rHF
rHF → lAMYG
rHF → lHF

lAMYG → rAMYG
lAMYG → rHF
lAMYG → lAMYG
lAMYG → lHF

lHF → rAMYG
lHF → rHF
lHF → lAMYG
lHF → lHF

0.9995*
0.6184
0.5160
0.0987

0.6081
0.8635
0.8251
0.6159

Table 2: Significance levels (p-values) for negative associations between group
and spectral DCM parameters: connectivity plus fluctuation estimates. rAMYG,
rHF, lAMYG, lHF denote right amygdala, right hippocampal formation, left
amygdala, and left hippocampal formation respectively. σ2 is the variance of the
autoregressive process and ARi is the i-th autoregressive coefficient. Significant
p-values (unc.) are highlighted in bold: negative correlations are shown in red,
positive correlations in blue, *denotes statistically significant after correction for
multiple comparison problem (a total of 84 tests were computed).
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GMVi = f(group)
Negative associations
p-values (unc.)
GMV (rAMYG)
GMV (rHF)
GMV (lAMYG)
GMV (lHF)

0.3627
0.2938
0.4837
0.1808

Table 3: Significance levels (p-values) for negative associations between group
and grey matter volume (GMV). rAMYG, rHF, lAMYG, lHF denote right amygdala,
right hippocampal formation, left amygdala, and left hippocampal formation
respectively.
WMVi = f(group)
Negative associations
p-values (unc.)
WMV (rAMYG)
WMV (rHF)
WMV (lAMYG)
WMV (lHF)

0.0208
0.0711
0.1790
0.2451

Table 4: Significance levels (p-values) for negative associations between group and
white matter volume (WMV). rAMYG, rHF, lAMYG, lHF denote right amygdala, right
hippocampal formation, left amygdala, and left hippocampal formation respectively.
Significant p-values (unc.) are highlighted in bold: negative correlations are shown
in red, positive correlations in blue.

of abnormal brain maturation after exposure to traumatic experiences.

Discussion
While traumatic early life events might lead to the onset of PTSD or
depression, the underlying neurobiological mechanisms have not been
yet elucidated. We used voxel based morphometry (VBM) to examine
differences in grey and white matter volume, and spectral dynamic
causal modelling (spectral DCM; spDCM) to investigate effective
connectivity within the amygdala-hippocampal network in healthy
adolescents. The primary objective was to identity abnormal patterns
of structural-functional brain maturation in young people exposed to
traumatic early life experiences in comparison to controls.
Using estimates of grey and white matter volume and effective
connectivity, the results indicate greater intrinsic connectivity (i.e.
greater excitation) within the right amygdala in individuals with early
traumatic experiences compared to controls. Reduced white matter
volume (e.g. lesser anatomical wiring) was also observed in the right
amygdala for the trauma-exposed group. These findings suggest altered
maturation of the right amygdala in young people following trauma
exposure.
Based on previous research, our study investigated the impact of
trauma on the amygdala-hippocampal network. We did not observe
any compelling statistical evidence concerning involvement of the
hippocampus, suggesting that amygdala (more specifically the right
hemisphere) might be preferentially implicated in traumatic events. It
is important to reiterate that the differences we observed should not be
attributed to differences in current levels of psychopathology. Instead,
the observed maturational brain changes induced by traumatic events
might make individuals more susceptible to develop a psychopathology
such as PTSD or depression later in life.
A major strength of the present study includes the combined
use of various MRI analyses (VBM of grey and white matter, and
effective connectivity by means of spectral DCM). Further, inclusion of
participants without current psychopathology removes a confound that
is present in many previous examinations of this topic. Despite these
strengths, some limitations of the study require acknowledgment. First,
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the spectral DCM algorithm together with the Bayesian comparison
procedure implemented here may be further improved by searching
for optimal region-specific fluctuation models (and observation
noise) rather than assuming the same generative model across regions
(from AR1 up to AR16 processes). Although that approach may have
advantages and potentially reveal some other statistical effects, it is
computationally very expensive due to estimation of a very large number
of models. Second, analyses suggest the use of other statistical correction
strategies rather than FDR (e.g. a random field theory approach). The
reason for this is that FDR does not take into account autoregressive
models (i.e. the temporal structure), nor brain regions (i.e. the spatial
structure) and deals with all parameter estimates as independent of each
other. Third, VBM is commonly directed at examining gray matter but it
can also be used to examine white matter. In the latter case, however, the
sensitivity is limited because white matter areas are characterized by large
homogeneous regions with only subtle changes in intensity [51]. Finally, the
use of the SCID interview to select participants with traumatic life events
may be criticized as being too structured (and diagnostically focused),
potentially not enabling all former traumatic experiences to be revealed.
In summary, our findings demonstrated abnormal structuralfunctional maturation of the right amygdala in currently-healthy young
people exposed to traumatic events. Together, these findings are suggestive
of potential biological markers over the course of adolescence that may
have prognostic utility for PTSD or depression. Indeed, our observations,
both in white-matter and intrinsic connectivity within right amygdala are
very interesting and intriguing, however the reason, i.e. the underlying
biological mechanisms that lead to these observations, remain an open
question since only a small body of research has been conducted on this
topic so far.
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